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The MCFLS Database Maintenance Committee meeting was called to order by Jennifer Schmidt 
at 9:02 a.m.

1. Introductions
Member introductions were made. Donna Vida was recognized for her long service to the 

committee. Kyle Davis and Sandy Mendez were welcomed as new members. New members 
were reminded to join the email list to keep up to date with important committee 
information.

2. Approval of Minutes

Minutes were approved from the meeting of October 3rd, 2018.

3. MCFLS Announcements

a. There is a new Database Maintenance Committee web page and resources at 
https://mcfls.libguides.com/db this is not tied to an email but it will be password 
protected and will involve training materials, agendas, minutes, the bibliographic 
enhancement form, and other important materials. 



b. Libraries are asked not to cover information about materials to be cataloged by 
CCDM with labels.

4. Review of Database Maintenance Knowledge Base Policies

a. D-01 Suppression Rules by Record Type
 What is the protocol if all items are suppressed on a bib? This might happen 

when working off a list or rapid updating, so librarians may not be aware while it 
is occurring. Jennifer Schmidt will work on creating monthly lists where the bib 
has no order records, all items are suppressed, and the bib is still visible to the 
public.

 Discarding makes for a cleaner database. Items can be suppressed when they are 
for internal use only or are being worked on. 

 Item types by format will be posted to the Database Maintenance knowledge 
base. Item types may not have a loan rule for your library. Please contact 
MCFLS if you would like to use a new item type. 

b. D-05 Create Lists file assignments
 Please start work in create lists with your own file assignments. Always be sure 

to empty your files when you finish with them. 
 MCFLS will investigate the expense of adding more files to Create Lists. 
 Saved queries may be cleared out if there is no date or other meaningful 

identifier. Please be sure to label your queries clearly.
c. D-09 Cataloging Date (CDATE) in Order Records

 Failure to add a cataloging date will cause both an order record and an item 
record in the catalog. This may confuse patrons. Create Date is the term MPL 
uses, not cataloging date. 

d. D-22 Bibliographic Errors Enhancements
 Review of best practices for the Bibliographic Enhancement request form. 

e. D-27 Deletion of Inactive Order Records
 Locations do this with varying frequency. Wauwatosa does it every six months 

or so and considers it a low priority. 
 Order records may be part of the Wisconsin records retention scheme. MPL may 

keep 2-3 years’ worth. There is a question about whether this data is saved 
elsewhere. MCFLS will research retention schedule requirements.

 If there is a need to retain, it would be nice to save them outside of the database 
so they do not clutter the order records, where space is limited. 

f. D-36 Range of Various Record Types by Year
 Don’t forget to update the record range, especially when using a saved search!

g. D-39 Guidelines for Barcoding and Ownership ID
 Libraries are asked not to cover information about materials to be cataloged by 

CCDM with labels. 
 ISBN is often important. If you are putting a barcode on the back of an item, 

please do not cover the ISBN. Inside labels on Manga are often placed on the 
title page and cover vital info. 



 Whether this document should include specialty info for board books, comics, 
foreign language, CDs, audible audiobooks, self-published work, and other 
unusual materials was discussed. 

h. Summary of recent MCFLS Periodicals meetings and their policies.
 D-07 Serials Check-In Record Input Standards
 D-31 Serials Check-In Records Statistical Codes
 The Periodicals committee is focusing on cleaning up “Library has” field and 

working one on one with libraries, in addition to formatting for limited retention 
statements. Be aware of these new standards if you work in this area. MCFLS is 
trying to standardize the patron view and limit extraneous notes. MCFLS has 
sent out emails regarding the wording. 

 Motion to allow the insertion of a public note on the full record passed.

5. Break

The committee took a short break from 10:00 – 10:15

6. Discussion Items

a. Discussion on the use of OPAC Message ‘h’ (DVD Video Disc) for DVDs
 Before there were icons in the catalog, this was very helpful. Documentaries and 

nonfiction still don’t have DVD indicator in the call number, so the ‘h’ can be 
helpful. 

 These OPAC messages are used as needed locally, but no determination was 
made regarding a system standard. 

b. 4K Blu-Ray items do not play in a regular Blu-Ray player, so they are distinct from 
standard Blu-Rays. 

c. Bootleg DVDs – Be mindful when ordering through Amazon. Cathy Markwiese will 
send out information related to this problem. 

d. RDA field of 386 contains creator/contributor characteristics such as nationality, religious 
affiliation, gender, occupation, and other unnecessary information. While this might be 
interesting further down the record, it looks messy in the current location. Cataloging will 
suppress this from public view in the OPAC. Staff can still search on this field if interested. 

7. Cat Flag analysis report
Cat Flag j – 36, down from 78! Significant improvement, please keep up the good work.
Cat Flag h – 171, 12 have not been updated in the last three months.
Cat Flag k – 59, increased because the j’s have been updated so well. Thanks everyone!
Cat Flag o – remarkably consistent; also in line with past reports.
Cat Flag t – Looks good! Thank you for changing your a’s to t’s when an item is attached.
Cat Flag a – this sorts by bib location, so multiple locations might be explained by the first 
person adding an item and not changing the flag to a t. Please pay attention to these.
Cat flag l/m – the m is probably just incorrectly shelved and will likely be suppressed 
before the next cat flag report. Rebecca Desch has been doing a lot of cataloging on these 
materials, so the numbers are decreasing. This number is down from 1132! 
Cat Flag z – MPL is also working to fully catalog their z records in the case of family 
histories and similar documents. MPL can and will catalog puzzles, baking pans, and other 



unusual materials. They do not need to be z’s if you want full cataloging. North Shore is 
creating a library of things, so they are considering this carefully. Restrictions should also 
be included in the bib record (do not return in book drop, etc.). A lot of cookware, sewing 
machines, and similar materials are in OCLC. If you want details on creating, constructing, 
and cataloging these items Karli Pederson and Jacki Radtke would be good contacts. 

8. Open Forum / Member Concerns

Acquisitions discussion on Baker & Taylor issues with Disney. Some libraries are 
considering Midwest Tape as an alternative. Steve has lain some groundwork with Hoopla. 
Jen is happy to reach out if anyone needs assistance connecting. Some libraries are just 
using Amazon because the discount is better than Midwest Tape. 

9. Next meeting date: October 2nd, 2019

10. Adjournment – the meeting was adjourned at 10:59 a.m. 
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